In a sequence of coupled enzyme reactions the steady-state production of product is preceded by a lag period or transition time during which the intermediates of the sequence are accumulating. Provided that a steady state is eventually reached, the magnitude of this lag may be calculated, even when the differential equations describing the process It has previously been shown that the practice of coupling several enzyme reactions, in order to generate a measureable product, results in a time-lag in the appearance of product (McClure, 1969; Hess & Wurster, 1970) . Where the first enzyme of the sequence is severely rate-limiting and the reactions are irreversible, pseudo-first-order kinetic behaviour is observed and the time-lag or transition time for the sequence is the sum of the transition times for the individual enzymes (Easterby, 1973 (Cleland, 1979) . This may be particularly important in automated or clinical applications of coupling enzymes, where large numbers of assays are being routinely performed. A review of the application of the method has appeared (Rudolph et aL, 1979) .
In a sequence of coupled enzyme reactions the steady-state production of product is preceded by a lag period or transition time during which the intermediates of the sequence are accumulating. Provided that a steady state is eventually reached, the magnitude of this lag may be calculated, even when the differential equations describing the process have no analytical solution. The calculation may be made for simple systems in which the enzymes obey Michaelis-Menten kinetics or for more complex pathways in which intermediates act as modifiers of the enzymes. The transition time associated with each intermediate in the sequence is given by the ratio of the appropriate steady-state intermediate concentration to the steady-state flux. The theory is also applicable to the transition between steady states produced by flux changes. Application of the theory to coupled enzyme assays allows a definition of the minimum requirements for successful operation of the assay. The theory can be extended to deal with sequences in which the enzyme concentration exceeds substrate concentration.
It has previously been shown that the practice of coupling several enzyme reactions, in order to generate a measureable product, results in a time-lag in the appearance of product (McClure, 1969; Hess & Wurster, 1970) . Where the first enzyme of the sequence is severely rate-limiting and the reactions are irreversible, pseudo-first-order kinetic behaviour is observed and the time-lag or transition time for the sequence is the sum of the transition times for the individual enzymes (Easterby, 1973) . Each of these transition times represents the part of the elapsed time required to generate the steady-state concentration of the particular intermediate that is substrate for the enzyme and is defined as the Km/Vmax ratio for the associated coupling enzyme.
This prompted the use of the term time-limiting enzyme to describe the enzymes of the sequence with greatest Km/Vmax ratio (Easterby, 1973) . These enzymes would largely determine the time required for a sequence of reactions to become established in the steady state. The equations derived to describe the transition time for a sequence of irreversible reactions were subsequently verified by other authors and the 'time-limiting' designation was adopted (Heinrich & Rapoport, 1975) . More recently it has been shown that the equations can be used to optimize assay conditions and improve costeffectiveness (Cleland, 1979) . This may be particularly important in automated or clinical applications of coupling enzymes, where large numbers of assays are being routinely performed. A review of the application of the method has appeared (Rudolph et aL, 1979) .
One limitation of the previous analysis was that it gave no indication of the restrictions on the validity of the assumption of first-order behaviour. Nor did it allow for the inclusion of enzymes in the sequence whose kinetics followed the normal MichaelisMenten hyperbola. The application of MichaelisMenten behaviour to a two-enzyme system has, however, been considered by Storer & CornishBowden (1974 The types of sequence covered by this analysis have been described elsewhere (Hess & Wurster, 1970; Easterby, 1973) , but good examples would be the coupling of hexokinase to glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase to generate NADPH as the measureable product or the coupling of other kinases, through ADP, to pyruvate kinase and lactate dehydrogenase. In the latter example NAD+ would be regarded as the end product of the sequence and the disappearance of NADH would be monitored.
Results and discussion
Consider a reaction sequence consisting of the conversion of a buffered substrate S to an end product P through a series of intermediates I: 
[P1 = vo(t-I Rjl]SS/ro) (4) This line represents the steady-state asymptote to the progress curve (Fig. 1) (Varfolomeev, 1977 the Tj values reduce to 1/k+, the reciprocal of the first-order rate coefficient, as described previously (Easterby, 1973) . Heinrich & Rapoport (1975) [I2]SS = voK2/(V2-Vo) Fig. 3 through the pathway is increased and at the second it is decreased. This results respectively in an increase and a decrease in the steady-state concentrations of the intermediates. A similar approach to the relaxation kinetics of the process described in the present paper identified a relaxation time equivalent to Tb (Varfolomeev, 1977) . The present approach, however, lifts the restriction of small displacements from the steady state imposed by relaxation kinetics and looks at the transition in product rather than intermediates. This results in the more complex description of r for the process given in eqn. (30). 5. Limitations on the use of coupled enzyme assays. It has previously been shown that when enzymes obey pseudo-first-order kinetic behaviour a time equivalent to approximately 5 times the transition time must elapse before the rate of product formation matches that of the initial rate-limiting enzyme to within 1% (Easterby, 1973 Vi/vo Fig. 4 . Determination of the time required to approach a steady state The time required to reach 99% of the steady-state reaction rate is shown as a function of transition time assuming either Michaelis-Menten or pseudofirst-order kinetics to prevail. TMM is defined by eqn.
(33) and rfo is merely the ratio K1/V1. The time decreases rapidly as the amount of coupling enzyme is increased, but for Vl/vo ratios greater than 6 very little further improvement in the rate of attainment of the steady state can be obtained.
in which a single coupling enzyme obeys MichaelisMenten kinetics. A previous solution to this problem has been publi-shed (Storer & Cornish-Bowden, 1974) , but in the present paper the equations are developed in terms of the transition-time concept.
One may write: It has been shown (Chaplin, 1981; Robson, 1981) The transition time at a particular step in the sequence may generally be viewed as the sum of the times required for a molecule to pass through the intermediate pool and through the enzyme. It should be emphasized that the present equations only apply when a flux-generating (rate-limiting) initial step is present and the system enters a steady state. If this is not the case, then a more complex treatment of the pathway will be necessary (Kiichel & Roberts, 1974) . This applies when the transition in the first enzyme needs to be considered.
The (d) In a sequence containing reversible steps, a transition time is dependent on all subsequent steps up to the first irreversible step.
(e) Where high enzyme concentrations are encountered, simple modifications to the transition time can be made. These are only significant when the transition time is comparable with the reciprocal of the turnover number of the enzyme. This condition corresponds to enzyme concentrations that are comparable with Km.
